EDST Education Studies

Fall Term 2007

5190 PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING (W) 180 U:6 L:25 Mr. Williams 09:00-10:50 TR BRIG 224

Cross-listed as PSYC 180

CNTR TUTORIAL IN EDUCATION STUDIES Counter Registration Required

190 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDST Counter Registration Required

199 U:Variable Staff Arranged

5193 ETHNICITY, CULT DIVERS, & EDUC (D) 350 U:6 L:30 Mr. Purkey 12:30-02:20 TR BUCH 204

Sophomore standing

Cross-listed as ETST 241

CNTR TUTORIAL IN EDUCATION STUDIES Counter Registration Required

390 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDST Counter Registration Required

399 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR TUTORIAL IN EDUCATION STUDIES Counter Registration Required

590 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDST Counter Registration Required

599 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR TUTORIAL IN EDUCATION STUDIES Counter Registration Required

690 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDST Counter Registration Required

699 U:Variable Staff Arranged

EDST Education Studies

Winter Term 2008

1804 SCHOOL AND SOCIETY U:6 L:20 APR Ms. DeSisto 12:30-02:20 TR BRIG 119

Sophomore standing and approval of the department chair

CNTR TUTORIAL IN EDUCATION STUDIES Counter Registration Required

390 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDST Counter Registration Required

399 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR TUTORIAL IN EDUCATION STUDIES Counter Registration Required

590 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDST Counter Registration Required

599 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR TUTORIAL IN EDUCATION STUDIES Counter Registration Required

690 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDST Counter Registration Required

699 U:Variable Staff Arranged

EDST Education Studies

Spring Term 2008

3212 PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING (W) 180 U:6 L:25 Mr. Williams 02:30-04:20 TR BRIG 420

Cross-listed as PSYC 180

CNTR TUTORIAL IN EDUCATION STUDIES Counter Registration Required

190 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDST Counter Registration Required

199 U:Variable Staff Arranged


Sophomore standing and approval of the department chair

CNTR TUTORIAL IN EDUCATION STUDIES Counter Registration Required

390 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDST Counter Registration Required

399 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR TUTORIAL IN EDUCATION STUDIES Counter Registration Required

590 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDST Counter Registration Required

599 U:Variable Staff Arranged

CNTR TUTORIAL IN EDUCATION STUDIES Counter Registration Required

690 U:Variable Staff Arranged
Arranged

Counter Registration Required

INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EDST

699 U:\Variable

Staff

Arranged